
Manero powerreserve

InstructIon

BrAnD PHILosoPHY 

Entrepreneurs are people who have an idea and who dare to do something new. they follow their 
vision and their own path. carl Friedrich Bucherer expertly blended tradition with innovation by 
blending the jeweler’s filigree craft with the watch maker’s precision. In 1888, out of his passion 
for watchmaking, he formed his first company in Lucerne, a company which has always been and 
still is owned entirely by the family. right up to the present day, the founder’s philosophy has 
been reflected in the carl F. Bucherer brand and its timepieces. As the only watch brand to have 
its origins in Lucerne, carl F. Bucherer has been able to develop in its own unique way.
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With its precise cFB A1011 mechanism of our 
own design with a peripheral rotor and power 
reserve display, the Manero Powerreserve  
combines high functionality with sophisticated 
technology. the changing optics of the dial  
successfully transition in the stainless steel case. 
the Manero Powerreserve skilfully combines 
classic and modern components in its design and 
its technology.

Your watch

Automatic movement

6.3 mmDepth of the movement

32 mmDiameter of the movement

33number of jewel bearings

Water resistance
(see the chapter on "Water resistance")

Technical Data

Legend

small seconds

Power reserve

Big date

Position 1:

Position 2:

crown

set date / day of the week

set time

Day of the week

the movement is wound by the motion of the 
wrist when worn. When not worn, the watch stops 
after approximately 55 hours and has to be wound 
manually. 

Start the watch

rotate the crown clockwise 
until the power reserve  
indication hand has gotten 
at least to the middle of the 
scale.

In order for the date to properly move at midnight, 
the hour hand must intentionally be set to a.m. or 
p.m. based on the current time.

Set time

Pull the crown until it is in 
position 2. the second hand 
does not move.

Move the crown counter-
clockwise until the date 
changes. then deliberately 
set the current time either 
a.m. or p.m.

Push the crown back to the 
initial position. the second 
hand is back in motion.

cFB A1011

the entire scale area  
displays a power reserve of 
about 55 hours.
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30 m (3 atm)
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Manero powerreserve
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cleaning: to clean the outer surface of the watch, 
wipe it gently with a microfiber cloth. use a fine 
toothbrush and a bit of soapy solution to clean the 
back of the watch and the metal band. Dry using a 
lint-free towel. Minimize contact between the 
leather straps and the water.  

Maintenance: As a mechanical instrument, a 
watch requires maintenance by an authorized  
service center about once every four years.

Cleaning and maintenanceSet date / day

Important: to ensure water resistance, the crown 
must be in the initial position when the watch is 
worn.

Warning: it is not recommended to use the quick 
set function between the hours of 9 p.m. and 1 a.m.

Secure the crown

Pull the crown into position 1.

set the current date by 
rotating the crown clock-
wise.

Push the crown back to the 
initial position.

set the current day of the 
week by rotating the crown 
counterclockwise.

A watch tested to 3 atm (30 m) is resistant to 
sweat, drops of water and rain. Water resistance 
is guaranteed only if the crown is in the initial 
position and should be checked once per year.

Water resistance

the binding nature of meter data:

Do not swim / dive

Bath, shower, swim

swim, snorkel

swim, snorkel, dive

Deep-sea diving
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30 m (3 atm)

50 m (5 atm)

100 m (10 atm)

200 m (20 atm)

300 m (30 atm)
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You can find the carl F. Bucherer collection and 
information about all the watch lines at www.
carl-f-bucherer.com. Here you can also order the 
company magazine "Insight by carl F. Bucherer", 
which informs you about new products, technical 
developments and events. You can also order the 
company catalog with a selection of the watch 
collections of carl F. Bucherer timepieces and have 
it delivered to your house.

Additional watch models

Your carl F. Bucherer watch was made with great 
care by our watchmakers using the strictest quali-
ty guidelines. However, if there is a defect in 
materials or manufacture, carl F. Bucherer provides 
a two-year guarantee from the date of purchase. 
the guarantee does not cover normal wear and 
tear or damage caused by improper use of the 
watch. the guarantee is valid if the guarantee  
certificate was filled out completely by an official 
carl F. Bucherer dealer when the watch was  
purchased. If there is damage, please contact your 
official carl F. Bucherer dealer or an official 
carl F. Bucherer service center. Please provide the 
watch with the fully-filled-out guarantee certifi-
cate.

Guarantee

En En



carl F. Bucherer
a brand of Bucherer AG

Bucherer AG
Langensandstrasse 27

cH-6002 Lucerne

Phone +41 (0) 41 369 70 70
Fax +41 (0) 41 369 70 72
www.carl-f-bucherer.com




